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A R T I C L E  I N F O                              

INTRODUCTION 
 

Osteoarthritis is among one of the common conditions 
affecting all sex, ages and races including high and low 
income countries. It has become the global cause of 
disability.1,2 

 

The word “osteoarthritis” originated from the Greek word 
“osteo” meaning “of the bone”, “arthro” meaning “joint”, and 
“itis” meaning inflammation.3 

 

OA is a non-inflammatory progressive disorder of movable 
joints, particularly weight bearing joints. American College of 
Rheumatology Diagnostic and Therapeutic Committee defined 
OA as “A heterogeneous group of conditions that lead to joint 
symptoms and signs which are associated with defective 
integrity of articular cartilage, in addition to relative changes in 
the underlying bone at the joint margins”.3,4 

 

Prevalence of knee osteoarthritis is more compared to any 
other joints in the body 5.Knee OA leads to terrible restriction 
in mobility whereas symptoms of knee OA includes pain, 
stiffness, joint enlargement, crepitus, muscle weakness, 
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                             A B S T R A C T  
 

 

Background: There are studies suggesting effectiveness of walking on quadriceps muscle 
strength and pain in elderly population with knee osteoarthritis. Osteoarthritis leads to 
difficulty in walking which ultimately ends up in slow walking. The current study aimed to 
investigate the effect of different walking training exercises program on gait speed and 
physiological cost index in individuals with knee osteo arthritis.
Aim: The aim of this study was to assess the effectiveness of walking training 
gait speed and physiological cost index. 
Method: Ninety six patients with primary diagnosis of knee osteoarthritis (grade 1
2), aged 60 - 80years, were selected in the study as per the inclusion
Walking training program consists of forward walking, backward walking and side 
walking was taught to the Participants. They received 30 sessions, 5 days/week for a 
period of 6 weeks. Further the data obtained was compared for any change at baseline data 
and 6 weeks. 
Results: Paired t test was used for analyzing the results
significant improvement in gait speed and physiological cost index.
Conclusion: Walking training program is an effective adjunct to conventional treatment in 
increasing gait speed and physiological gait index in individuals with knee osteoarthritis. 

      
 
 
 

Osteoarthritis is among one of the common conditions 
affecting all sex, ages and races including high and low 

the global cause of 

The word “osteoarthritis” originated from the Greek word 
“osteo” meaning “of the bone”, “arthro” meaning “joint”, and 

inflammatory progressive disorder of movable 
ularly weight bearing joints. American College of 

Rheumatology Diagnostic and Therapeutic Committee defined 
OA as “A heterogeneous group of conditions that lead to joint 
symptoms and signs which are associated with defective 

e, in addition to relative changes in 

Prevalence of knee osteoarthritis is more compared to any 
.Knee OA leads to terrible restriction 

in mobility whereas symptoms of knee OA includes pain, 
stiffness, joint enlargement, crepitus, muscle weakness,  

deformity, impaired proprioception, reduced joint motion, and 
disability.[6]. This leads to deteriorati
quality of life.5,6 

 

Gait speed is as important as sixth vital sign and it indicates 
about health status of an individual.
slow gait speed is a significant independent risk factor for 
disability, hospitalization and mortality
always a decline in Gait Speed with aging in both men and 
women. Specifically, a decrease in gait speed of 0.1 m/s leads 
to 10% decrease   in the ability to perform instrumental 
activities of daily living.9 Potter 
with a gait speed of 0.25 m/s were more likely to be dependent 
in one or more activities of daily living.
speed in the older adult populationhas been related to an 
increased risk for falls, which, in turn, ofte
independent living.10 To evaluate the effectiveness of walking 
system assessment of the energy expenditure of walking is 
frequently performed.9 MacGregor
Physiological cost index which measures linear 
between VO2 and heart rate (HR)
recording of HR at rest and while walking. Physiological Cost 
Index has been measured for patients with different 
locomotion disorders11 and also in lower limb amputees 
walking with prosthesis12.However, changes in heart rate can 
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There are studies suggesting effectiveness of walking on quadriceps muscle 
osteoarthritis. Osteoarthritis leads to 

difficulty in walking which ultimately ends up in slow walking. The current study aimed to 
investigate the effect of different walking training exercises program on gait speed and 

als with knee osteo arthritis. 
The aim of this study was to assess the effectiveness of walking training program on 

Ninety six patients with primary diagnosis of knee osteoarthritis (grade 1- grade 
80years, were selected in the study as per the inclusion-exclusion criteria. 

m consists of forward walking, backward walking and side 
walking was taught to the Participants. They received 30 sessions, 5 days/week for a 
period of 6 weeks. Further the data obtained was compared for any change at baseline data 

ired t test was used for analyzing the results. Our results showed statistical 
improvement in gait speed and physiological cost index.(p<0.005) 

Walking training program is an effective adjunct to conventional treatment in 
gait speed and physiological gait index in individuals with knee osteoarthritis.  

deformity, impaired proprioception, reduced joint motion, and 
. This leads to deterioration of health-related 

Gait speed is as important as sixth vital sign and it indicates 
about health status of an individual.7Literature suggests that 
slow gait speed is a significant independent risk factor for 

n and mortality8.However, there is 
always a decline in Gait Speed with aging in both men and 

Specifically, a decrease in gait speed of 0.1 m/s leads 
to 10% decrease   in the ability to perform instrumental 

Potter et al found that elderlypeople 
with a gait speed of 0.25 m/s were more likely to be dependent 
in one or more activities of daily living. Moreover, slowed gait 
speed in the older adult populationhas been related to an 

which, in turn, often leads to a loss of 
To evaluate the effectiveness of walking 

assessment of the energy expenditure of walking is 
MacGregor9 was a person to introduce 

which measures linear correlation 
and heart rate (HR) 10. It just needs simply 

recording of HR at rest and while walking. Physiological Cost 
Index has been measured for patients with different 

and also in lower limb amputees 
However, changes in heart rate can 
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be referenced to gait speed, and this calculation provides the 
physiologic cost index (PCI; heart rate change divided by gait 
speed).13, 14Metabolic demand of walking is reflected by PCI. 
Walking is a closed kinetic chain exercise program which 
allows initiation of weight bearing and early mobilization in 
knee rehabilitation15,16. According to wallis et al17 indicated 
that 70 min walking per week was safe, feasible, and tolerated 
by people with severe knee OA; however, longer walking-
periods may exacerbate knee pain levels17. In contrast, 
worsening of OA-related symptoms after a walking program in 
person with knee OA was also reported 16,17. Evaluation of the 
relationship between knee osteoarthritis and Gait speed is 
clinically meaningful.  Thus, we hypothesized that a less 
intensive walking program such as forward walking, backward 
walking and side walking  program could provide an 
additional benefit on gait speed. Therefore, the primary aim of 
the present study was to observe the effect of forward walking, 
backward walking and side walking training program on gait 
speed in individuals with knee OA. The secondary aims were 
to evaluate physiological cost index before and after walking 
training program in individuals with knee OA. 
 

METHODS AND MATERIAL 
 

The research design used for the study was experimental study. 
Participants received 30 sessions, 5 days per week for a period 
of 6 weeks. Each treatment session lasted for 45 minutes. Both 
male and female participants with a clinical diagnosis of 
unilateral or bilateral Osteoarthritis of Knee (grade 1 and 
grade2) satisfying the inclusion and exclusion criteria were 
selected for the study. The sample size was 96. Sample design 
was Simple Random Sampling. 
 

The inclusion criteria for the study: Male and female geriatric 
participants clinically diagnosed with osteoarthritis of knee by 
Orthopaedician; Age more than 60 years; Participants having 
grade 1 and grade 2 as per Kellgren and Lawrence scale; The 
participants fulfilling clinical criteria listed by the American 
College of Rheumatology: knee pain and any three out of six: 
age > 50 years, morning stiffness lasting < 30 minutes, 
crepitus on active motion, bony tenderness, bony enlargement, 
no warmth on touch; Participants having knee pain for more 
than 6 weeks; Participants with unilateral or bilateral 
involvement of knee; Willingness to participate in the study.  
The exclusion criteria for the study were: Participants with 
inflammatory joint disease of lower extremity, neurological 
disorder (motor and sensory loss), cardiac or metabolic 
condition; Participants involved in any form of physical 
exercise for lower extremity for at least 3 months; Participants 
taking pharmacological interventions; Participants taking an 
intra- articular injection for knee since last 6 months; 
Participants with history of recent surgery to hip, knee, ankle 
joint involving ligament, meniscus; Participants with balance 
problem. After receiving the ethical approval from the ethical 
committee, participants were screened and selected according 
to inclusion criteria. They were requested to participate in the 
study. The participants were briefed about the nature of study 
and the duration of intervention in the language best 
understood by them. All doubts and queries were cleared 
regarding the study, if any. An informed written consent form, 
previously approved by the Institutional Ethical Committee 
was then obtained from the participants. (annexure 1) . 
 

Procedure for forward walking: 17-19 The participants 
initially were made to walk 5 steps forward,  4 steps backward 

and 4 steps sideways and were observed for any discomfort. If 
no discomfort then, participant was made to walk forward  for  
12 minutes per session. The participants were first familiarized 
with the forward walking on flat surface (distance 20meters) 
such that during forward walking, the heel strike the ground 
first instead of the toe. The participants received forward 
walking on flat surface (distance 20 meters) at their maximum 
pace. The session included 12 minutes of forward walking 
following 3 minutes of rest time. The therapist was walking 
besides the participant. The protocol followed was forward 
walking for 15 minutes, 5 days/ week for duration of 6 weeks. 
 

Procedure for backward walking: 17-19. The participants 
were first familiarized with the backward walking on flat 
surface (distance 20meters) such that during backward 
walking, the toes strike the ground first instead of the heel. 
Practice session was made for backward walking with support 
of wall. The participants received backward walking on flat 
surface (distance 20 meters) at their maximum pace. The 
session included 12 minutes of backward walking following 3 
minutes of rest time. The therapist was walking besides the 
participant. The protocol followed was backward walking for 
15 minutes, 5 days/ week for duration of 6 weeks. 
 

Procedure for side walking:  Similarly the participants were 
first familiarized with the side walking on flat surface 
(distance 20meters) such that during side walking, the lateral 
arch of the foot touch  the ground first instead of the heel. 
Practice session was made for side walking with support of 
wall. The participants received side walking on flat surface 
(distance 20 meters) at their maximum pace. The session 
included 12 minutes of side walking following 3 minutes of 
rest time. The therapist was walking besides the participant. 
The protocol followed was backward walking for 15 minutes, 
5 days/ week for duration of 6 weeks. 
 

Total 45 minutes of walking training program was given and 
the difference between baseline and post 6 weeks was noted. 
 

RESULTS  
 

Data analysis: Statistical analysis was performed on the data 
obtained from 96 patients. Data was analyzed using SPSS 20. 
Descriptive statistics for all outcome measures (gait speed and 
physiological cost index) were expressed as mean and standard 
deviations. Test of significance such as paired t test was used 
for comparing data within each group. Data was considered 
statistically significant with p<0.05. 
 

Table 1 
 

Individuals 
with knee OA 

No.of  Participants 
96 

Mean (Age and  
Standard deviation).

70+3.64 
Male 56  

Female 40  
 

The above  table shows that, there were total 96 subjects 
between the age groups of 60 to 80 years whose mean age was 
70.33 years. 56 Male and 40 female participated in the study. 
 

Table 2 
 

No. of 
participants 

Gait speed 
Pre 

Post 
Physiological 

cost index 
Pre 

Post 

N= 96  X+SD 0.788+0.084 0.827+0.082 0.424+0.069 0.3860+0.067 
 0.03896 0.03817 

P 0.001 0.001 
 
             X+SD = Mean and standard deviation 
                     = Mean difference of pre-treatment and post-treatment  
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Above table shows there is a significant difference in gait 
speed and physiological cost index among individuals with 
knee osteoarthritis with p<0.05. 
 

DISCUSSION 
 

The purpose of the study was to determine the effects of 
walking training program, which includes forward -backward 
and side walking on gait speed and physiological cost index in 
individuals with knee osteoarthritis. The main objectives of the 
present study were to measure the effect of walking training 
program at baseline and post interventions among individuals 
with knee osteoarthritis. 
 

Results of the present study showed that walking training 
program is effective in improving gait speed and physiological 
cost index in individuals with knee osteoarthritis.  
 

There was a significant improvement in gait speed (p<.0.05) 
and physiological cost index(p<.0.05) among individuals with 
knee osteoarthritis, moreover the gender based difference was 
also noted. 
 

The improvement in gait speed in individuals with knee 
osteoarthritis can be because of kinematics and kinetics of 
walking program. Forward walking improves postural 
stability.24,25 Also it gives aerobic effect which promotes 
nutrition and remodeling without increasing stress in the 
affected joint. It helps in reduction of pain by releasing 
endorphins which gives analgesic effects thereby improving in 
gait speed.25Ahmd et al Concluded with the study that 6 weeks 
of retro and forward walking training helps in quadriceps 
strength and improving quality of life of an individuals.  
 

During back-ward walking knee flexion during stance is more 
and during swing phase is less. Moreover, the eccentric 
activity of quadriceps muscles during backward walking is 
reduced at the knee joint; this is in turn leads to reduction of 
compressive force on knee joint. Thus pain reduces and as the 
pain reduces walking speed improves. Literature suggests that 
backward walking helps in increasing quadriceps strength 
which helps in reduction of patellofemaoral pain. Various 
studies is been done in understanding the role of backward 
walking in individuals with knee osteoarthritis. P Shankar et 
al, concluded that retro walking helps in improving womac 
index he added that retro walking helps in increasing the 
extension moment.25-27 

 

Side walking causes the strengthening of gluteal muscles, hip 
abductors and all the major muscles of hips and thighs. 
Stability and flexibility is improved by side walking, even 
lateral abdominal muscles are recruited for stabilization of 
pelvis and spine.28 This also becomes one of the factors for 
improving gait speed among individuals with knee 
osteoarthritis. 
 

Regular walking exercises are beneficial, and it is 
recommended to reduce pain and disability in people with 
knee OA. 25,26,27.In contrast to it Toda et al24 concluded a study 
suggesting worsening of knee symptoms due to walking 
program in individuals with knee osteoarthritis.24 

 

The result of the study also shows significant difference in 
physiological cost index. The reduction in index was observed. 
In the present study, to estimate the energy expenditure 
physiological cost index was calculated on basis of gait speed 

and heart rate. As resting heart rate decreases with age, PCI 
has same range for all ages.27,28,29 

 

Literature suggested  that the PCI was a reasonable estimate of 
energy expenditure and it can be used to find out  locomotors 
disability, and functional performance of the individuals.28,29 
Graham et al concluded that physiological cost index is 
influenced by pace of walking.30-35 Physiological cost index 
increases in the person who has difficulty in ambulation. 
Generally it increases stress on cardiovascular system thereby 
increasing heart rate.31,32 Walking at comfortable pace 
provides less stress on cardiovascular system. In this study 
walking training program was induced which ultimately trains 
the cardiovascular system and helps in reducing hear rate. 
Several studies supports our study finding, which says 
physiological cost index usually decreases with improvement 
in gait speed..35 
 

CONCLUSION  
 

On the basis of present study, it can be concluded that walking 
training program is a suitable adjunct to conventional 
physiotherapy treatment in increasing gait speed and 
physiological cost index in individuals with knee osteoarthritis.  
 

Clinical implication 
 

Osteoarthritis leads to disability. Walking is an activity which 
is hampered fast leading to slow gait speed. This study proves 
that walking training program that is forward walking 
backward walking and side walking helps in increasing gait 
speed, moreover walking is cost effective it doesn’t need any 
specialist.  
 

Thus, it helps in individuals with knee osteoarthritis to live less 
burden free life. 
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